Studio Day Rates & Studio ½ Day Prep/Strike/Rigging Rates Available

1200 Square Foot Studio • 40’x30’x16’ To Grid • Pre-Hung 3200° Fluorescent & Incandescent Lighting • Stage Manager 2 Wall Curtained Green Screen • Green Room • Kitchen Area • Wi-Fi • Silent HVAC • Ample Parking • 2 Samsung 55” HD Monitors On-Stage • ARRI & Kino Flo Lights • Grid Lift • C-Stands • Stingers • Sand Bags & Apple Boxes

Studio Control Room

• Panasonic P2HD HPX-500 With Canon Lens • Camera Shading • Grass Valley Kayak Switcher • Multiviewer Monitors • Chyron Hyper HD Graphics • Ultimate Green Screen Compositing • IFB • PL Autocue Teleprompter

Audio Control Room

• Tascam 64 Channel PM-4800 Mixer • Studio Telephone Call In • Studio Skype • Sanken & Sony Microphones

Edit Suite

• Apple Final Cut Studio 7 • Adobe Creative Suite 5 Production Premium • Adobe After Effects • Apple Mac Pro 12 Core With 24 GB RAM • Nvidia Quadro 4000 2 GB • AJA Kona Lhi Card • Dual 27” Apple Cinema Displays • Sony 42” HD Program Monitor • Logitech 5.1 Surround Sound • Adam Speakers • Blu-Ray Burner • Two Leather Chairs For Clients/Creative Personnel • Access To Facility Break And Kitchen Areas • Daily & Weekly Rates Available